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As the construction date for the
new outdoor athletic complex
approaches later this semester,
the men's and women's rugbyclubs are pressed to find a new
place to play and get money for
necessary equipment.
"The powers that be decided
that the athletic complex was
going out there on Johnston
Drive and that the teams need to
find another place to play,"
Director of Campus Recreation
Jeromy Runion said.
Vice President for Student
Affairs Tim Pierson added, "It
wasn't a decision that was made in
consultation with the rugby
teams. It was a bigger campus
planning decision."
Runion described the move for
the teams as a two-part process.
"Well, the first thing we've got to
find is a field that is big enough to
meet the requirements for the
guys and girls to compete in the
Virginia Rugby Union [VRU].

Next, we have to find space the
university owns."
Currently, the two clubs compete and practice on Johnston
Drive, using the field directly
across from Longwood Golf
Course and the president's house
to meet regulation size requirements, but the new outdoor stadium will require both clubs to
relocate with limited options
available.
"The only two [possibilities] I
am aware of are First Avenue
[field] and with some considerable work, over at Stanley Park
[apartments]," Runion claimed.
"Right now, it's looking like First
Avenue because it would be considerably cheaper to move out
there."
Junior Scott Zavrel, match secretary for the men's rugby club,
echoes that sentiment, saying,
"We don't have the money for our
own fields."
"They have told me by midMarch we cannot play any games
here. They have told us to play
games away or talk to Hampden-

Sydney College to use their
pitch," women's rugby club president Liah Williams said.
Depending on the start date
for construction, it is possible for
both teams to have a practice
field, but not a competition field,
according to Runion.
"Right now, we are looking at
Her Field as an option for practice only because it's not large
enough for competition," he said.
"So that means the clubs will
have to reschedule all of their
home games to road games,
which will increase their cost
gready."
To meet regulation standards,
the field must be at least 100
yards long, at least 65 yards wide,
and have end zone length of nine
yards.
Despite the decreased moving
expense to relocate to the First
Avenue field, the move does
present the challenge of multiple
users.
'The varsity athletic teams are
out there," Runion explains,
"We've got the men's lacrosse

club, the men's soccer club, and
there are some groups from
Farmville that use that field."
"As of September 1, I would
expect athletics to vacate Barlow
[Field] and First Avenue," director
of athletics Rick Mazzuto said.
Runion also added, "My other
concern is that the men's rugby
team has 60 members and they
average 200-300 spectators per
game, and there's no parking at
all."
Besides the logistical troubles,
money remains a central issue in
the move.
By working with the SGA, the
two clubs look to obtain funds in
order purchase removable goal
posts for their field.
"It's a 100% necessity that we
have them," Runion claimed.
"What we are trying to get is a
reallocation of the money we have
to get goal posts," men's rugby
club president Patrick Gorham
said.

See RUGBY p. 4

Special Olympics Held at Longwood
Ashley Dow
Staff Writer
Nearly 400 athletes converged at
Ixmgwood on Saturday to participate in the Special Olympics.
Traveling from surrounding
counties in Southside Virginia,
the athletes participated in a team
basketball tournament.
Longwood is the site for the
basketball events in the Special
Olympics.
Each year the university sponsors the event for the Richmond
District of the Special Olympics.
"It is important to have the
Special Olympics at Longwood
because it is the most convenient
location for the athletes," said
Theresa Naumann, president of
the Therapeutic Recreation
Organization. "We also have the
facilities to accommodate a lot of
athletes."
The Therapeutic Recreation

Organization
organized
Longwood's Special Olympics
activities.
TRO is a service organization
that seeks to promote the independence of individuals with disabilities.

The tournament was arranged
by skill level.
Teams of similar abilities
played against one another. The
tournament consisted of approximately 25 teams.
Even if a team lost, they still

Special Olympic*
www.fpetialolympici.oro

"The TRO executive board
worked closely with Dr. Lynch to
organize everything for the event
including all the volunteers, athlete buddies and logistics," stated
Naumann. "We also had meetings
with the chairman of Richmond
Special Olympics."

played more games.
All games were played in
Lancer and Her gyms.
Before the basketball tournament, athletes could visit the
Olympic town in Lancer gym.
In the gym, participants could
play games, watch movies and

relax.
This served as a way for the
participants to interact with one
another.
Athletes also participated in
skills tests that included free
throws and dribbling.
Many campus organizations
donated their time toward the
Special Olympics.
This year Sigma Nu Fraternity,
Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity, Delta
Zeta Sorority, Alpha Sigma Alpha
Sorority, Alpha Phi Omega
Fraternity, Lancer Alliance, the
men and women's golf teams and
the women's soccer team all volunteered their time and talents.
"I think it is important to give
back to the community and to
help others whenever possible,"
explained Mikaela Bizer, volunteer
widi the women's soccer team.
"The athletes have such a love
for life. They should be encouraged in any way possible."
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Words From The Editor: Construction Issues Extend Of I -Campus
This morning, for the
first
time
since moving
off-campus, I
had a flashback of what
it was like living in the dorms.
The apartment complex where
I live is currendy under-going
some construction on the
grounds, and I have to say, the
noise and inconvenience of the

crews being there is not pleasant.
We can't park in certain
spaces right near our building,
and whether we went to bed at 1
a.m. or 4 a.m.; we are getting up
at 9 a.m., because, well, that's
when the construction begins.
I was very disgrunded about
being woken up at 9:30 this
morning since I don't have class
until 2 p.m. and 1 had been up
doing work until after 4 a.m.

In last week's article on suspension of fraternity pledging activities, a photo was included showing fraternity paddles. We intended to portray Greek institutions that were not part of Longwood's
community. However, due to incomplete research on our part,
the photo obtained from the Internet portrayed all historically
African-American Fraternities, two of which, Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Incorporated, and Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity,
Incorporated, have chapters on Longwood's campus. These
organizations have not had their pledging activities suspended,
and they are not pan of the Inter-Fraternity Council, which is
affected by these new sanctions. We apologize for any negative
repercussions Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Incorporated, Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity, Incorporated, or any other NPHC organization
has experienced as a result of this error.
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Farmvillc,VA 23909
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The Rotunda, the student newspaper at I.ongwood University, is published weekly during the academic year (except holidays and exam
periods) and is printed in the offices of the Ftmmlk Herald, Farmville,
VA.
All articles, advertisements, letters to the editor, and pictures must
be received by nine p.m. the Sunday prior to the next Thursday's publication. All letters to the editor must be typed and include name and
telephone number. Any person wishing to have his/her name not
appear on the published letter must request so in writing. All letters are
subject to editing.
The Rotunda is an equal opportunity volunteer organization and is
looking for people who are interested in writing or layout. We cur-

Fortunately for me, they will
only be here for a few days, and
then they will be gone. I hope.
But this is not the case for those
living on-campus with the constant
presence of construction crews.
Wheeler is right next to the new
science building, and there is no
doubt that they get woken up at
whatever time the construction
crews begin their work.
Since I don't live on campus, I
don't know what time it all normally begins, but I do know that
when I get there at 9:30 a.m. on
Tuesdays and Thursdays, the crews
are already up and at it.
Now I know that 9:30a.m. doesn't seem that early to some, but to
a college student who scheduled

late classes so they are able to partake in extracurricular activities
and do work at night, 9:30 a.m.
feels like the crack of dawn.
Living in those stuffy dorms is
hard enough, but to have to keep
your windows closed at all times,
hoping to block out the noise of
the. construction, and still not
being able to drown out the noise
can not be a pleasant way to live.
Even in the dead of winter, it is
often necessary to open your windows in the dorms just to air the
place out. So what choices are oncampus students near construction left with?
Stuffy rooms with muffled
noises from the construction, or
aired-out rooms with the piercing

sound of jackhammers pounding
into their heads?
Either way, neither choice is
preferable, and off-campus housing always seems like the best
alternative, but apartment living
doesn't always mean you are free
of disturbances!
For those of you dealing with
reoccurring construction issues,
after dealing with them myself
for only two days, I sincerely
sympathize with you!

Bobbi Thibo
Editor-in-Chief

Black History Month Should be Year Round
U-Wire

Black History Month is almost
over, but many Kent State
University organizations said the
celebration of achievements in the
African-American
community
should continue well past Feb. 28.
The Department of PanAfrican Studies was founded with
that mission in mind.
The department, along with the
Office of Campus Life and other
student organizations, planned
numerous events for the annual
celebration.
Carter G. Woodson started
Negro History Week in 1926 to
"bring attention to contributions
made by people of African
descent," said Mwatabu Okantah,
professor of Pan-African Studies.
"It wasn't his intention to isolate
it into a week or month. I think it's
misunderstood."
According to Biography.com,
Woodson also established the
Association for the Study of
Negro Life and History and founded the Journal of Negro History.
He is often called the "Father of
Black History."
"We should emphasize not
Negro History, but the Negro in
history.
What we need is not a history of
selected races or nations, but the
history of the world void of
national bias, race hate, and religious prejudice," Woodson said in
1926, according to Infoplease.com.
The name was changed to Black
History Week in the early 1970s.
In 1976, it was expanded to

include the entire month of sity bring in these scholars to talk
February.
about their research, even if the
Pan-African Studies professor research is controversial or at
George Garrison said Woodson's odds with the established orthointent closely mirrors that of the doxy of the academy."
Pan-African Studies program.
He said he would like to see
"We believe the goal of all uni- some speakers such as Cornel
versities should, where relevant, West, a professor at Princeton
have courses that contain history, University, or author Yosef Benculture and/or contributions of Jochanan.
people of African descent and
Other organizations around
nonwhite people in this country," the country are spreading the idea
Garrison said.
that black history should be a
Okantah said even in the yearlong interest.
Department of Pan-African
McDonald's started its "365
Studies, there is much progress to Black" program in 2002 to help
be made.
promote black history.
The preparation for Black
"McDonald's is a company
History Month takes anywhere that celebrates and values diversifrom a year to a few months in ty," said Vicky Free, marketing
advance, said Diedre Badejo, chair director of McDonald's, in a
of the Department of Pan- press release.
African Studies.
"This campaign emphasizes
"It depends on the theme and our recognition of and appreciawhat we're trying to achieve," tion for the many contributions
Badejo said.
African-Americans have made to
When she lived in California, American history.
Badejo said, she appreciated the
As a result, we hope that our
celebration of Cinco de Mayo.
salute serves as a catalyst for year"I enjoyed it for what it was - a round celebration."
celebration of their history and
John Wiley Price, county comculture," she said.
missioner of Dallas, refuses to do
"We should celebrate the speaking engagements during
accomplishments of other cul- Black History Month because
tures." Badejo said she would like "black people were visible during
to see speakers such as Dolores February, but the other 11
Aldridge, Shelia Walker or some of months of the year we became
her colleagues from Africa at next the invisible people."
year's celebration.
?Black History Month can
"We have some very gifted and remind people that they need to
accomplished African-American focus on their culture every day,
scholars throughout the nation," not just one month of the year,"
Garrison said.
said Stephanie Fields, junior com"I would like to see the univer- munication studies major.
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"If you're not mad, you're not paying attention!"

PACI

Props and Drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and everyone
to submit props and drops to rotunda@longwood.edu

Props;
The^"ActiMiit" iy your outletforba£tii*\#yocialiAy'iA4tlc&<to^thi*^t}wtiuckt Thiyiyyour
your charuce/ to cUr yomethi*^ about yocietal evily, unytead/ ofjuyt vihirwn# about the**u Soipeah up and/ act up. Because/, if you!re* not mad', youlre/ not paying- atte*\tlorv. E-mail/
ActU/Cyt idea* to rotunda@longwood/.edu*

Hollywood Needs to Stop Forcing Agendas
V-Wirt

Everyone knows Hollywood
celebrities have money the rest of
America would not mind sharing.
They buy million-dollar homes,
cars worth hundreds of thousands of dollars and Versace
clothes.
But one thing Hollywood liberals do not own, which they need
to buy, is a pacifier.
This pacifier would stop them
from whining and forcing their
views on ever)' other American.
I'm not the only one who is
tired of being told by the
Hollywood left that conservative
ideals, and the Bush administration, are wrong.
Until God himself says either
conservative or liberal beliefs are
right, no one is wrong.
But listening to Michael
Moore, Julia Roberts and Sean
Penn, among many others, one
might think otherwise. Take for
example Moore's filmmaking.
Since "Fahrenheit 9/11" was
released, there have been numerous reports of deceit in the
movie. Moore based part of this
movie
off
the
9/11
Commission's report, when the
Commission itself is mostly
Democrat.
I recall a trailer for "Fahrenheit
9/11" that implied that everything Americans had been told
about 9/11 was wrong.
After the movie's
release, several films,
such as "Michael
Moore
Hates
America,"
"Celsius
41.11"
and
"Centigrade 9/11,"
were made.
The Motion Picture
Association
of
America had problems releasing these
films because they disagreed with
them. Only Celsius was released,
and it was not shown at many theaters. So "Fahrenheit 9/11" was
released throughout America, and
Moore once again preached to

the masses about the manythings
he dislikes about
America. And this is the guy
who referred to the United
Airlines flight 93 passengers as
"chickens" for not killing the
hijackers, even after they scared
them into crashing the plane
into a cornfield instead of the
Capitol Building. What a classy
"American."
Then there's Julia Roberts
who founded the phrase "Not
My President."
She is right. Bush is not her
president.
He
is
every
American's president.
Then there's Sean Penn, who
mumbled about the lack of
weapons of mass destruction in
his Oscar acceptance speech, as
the rest of his liberal Hollywood
cohorts in the attendance
cheered.
I remember their liberal backlash kicked into gear in March of
2003 when Natalie Maines of
the Dixie Chicks said she was
embarrassed about Bush's decision to go to war.
When Toby Keith defended
our president, Maines wore an
"F.U.T.K." shirt to the Country
Music Awards - and denied
"T.K." meant Toby Keith.
Before the election, several
musicians went on a tour that's
purpose was to show discontent
for our president.

say he is more American than our
president.
Hollywood has run its liberal
mouth too long, and conservatives
are tired of it. While everyone has
the right to free speech, it seems
like some celebrities are trying to
force their beliefs on every
American, when they ought to
know none of our views are necessarily right or wrong.
By the election, I was enraged
about constantly being fed this
propaganda.
If there is one good thing the
Hollywood left accomplished this
year, it is that they gave some conservatives one more reason to vote
GOP.
Some leftists might argue that
conservatives have no right to be
upset, because these celebrities are
exercising free speech.
That is correct. However,
Hollywood liberals are taking
advantage
of
the
First
Amendment.
There is a difference between
presenting one's opinion and stating the other side is wrong, or even
worse, making documentaries to
feed one's opinion to millions of
people.
Since celebrities like Moore pick
apart countless things they dislike
about our government and citizens, I don't understand why they
still live here.
They are not changing our way
of life, they are only enraging people who disagree
with them.
Perhaps they are hypocrites and only stay here
because no other countryhas the freedom and
opportunity of America.
If they lived in another
country, they certainly
Photo Editing hy Tanntr Keith
would not have their highpaying jobs.
Our government is not perfect,
One of the artists, Dave
Matthews, has vehemently but they have kept our country
described his negative opinions wealthy, free and hopeful for over
of our government in outlets 200 years.
such as Rolling Stone Magazine.
It is too bad people do not realHe even had the audacity to ize that.

HOLLYWOOD

I

+ To student Spring Break packages.
+ To Greg Tsigaridas for sending The Rotunda
love.
+ To dirty Rugby girls.
+ To Writer's Cup at Perini's.
+ To three o'clock smoke breaks.
+ To women with mohawks.

Props;
- To everything being due this week.
- To cigarette butts all over Brock Commons.
- To the Cafe for selling the same mozzarella sticks
that we get in the D-hall.
- To Longwood Cinema for bringing Because of
W im-DixLe instead of Constantine.

Speak Out
Wnicn organizations on campus
benefit Longwood tke most?
Tkerapuetic Rec
because they kelped
organize the Special
Olympics, wkick I
think is a great cause!
-Kelsie Bradberry
Sophomore

Greek Life, because
many events around
Longwood are sponsored
buGreek organizations
and community service
throughout campus-we
also contribute a large
amount of funds to tke
university by students
and alumni.
-Ryann Mclean, Whitney
Hazzard, Kristine Thomas,
Brittany McDonald
Freshmen

LIBERALS

Ml photo, hy Will JWtm

Tke RA program, because
as a candidate, you learn
to work witk your peers on
a professional level. You
also get to interact witk a
variety of students you
may not have encountered
before on a personal level.
- Amanda Isley
Senior

News
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A Brief Busk Budget Overview
Kyle Ca«tillo
Stitf Writer

President Bush's proposed budget for the 2006 fiscal year, and
beyond, promises sweeping
changes. In an effort to fulfill his
promise of slashing the federal
deficit in half by 2010, the new
budget looks to eliminate 150
federally funded programs that
President Bush says "just don't
work."
The departments that will feel
the brunt of the impact include
the Department of Education,
Housing
and
Urban
Development,
Agriculture,
Labor and the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA).
While the budget only looks to
cut funding for the Department
of Education by 1% from 2005,
48 of the 150 programs subject
to elimination in the budget are in
the Education Department.
Even Start, a $225 million liter-

acy program will be replaced by a
new $200 million program. The
cuts will also eliminate vocational
education and will curtail funding
for
the
Department
of
Education's drug education programs, reducing their funding
from $592.9 million in 2005 to
$203 million in 2006.
However, increases in funding
for drug programs throughout
the federal government will
increase $268.4 million, making
the total federal drug budget in
2006 $12.4 billion.
The budget will slash loans to
states for water quality protection
projects by a third, to $730 million, as well as reducing funding
for water systems infrastructure
restoration, which includes sewer
maintenance, by 83 percent, to
. $69 million. Then Chesapeake
Bay cleanup effort will see a cut
of $40 million.
Urban
development
will

receive a blow with an 11.5%
overall drop in funding.
Community
development
block grant programs, funded
at $4.7 billion in 2005 and
which helped restore and
maintain urban housing, will
be replaced by a new $3.7 billion dollar development program. Hope VI, an award winning program that helped renovate urban housing, will also
be cut. The budget for the
National Park Service will be
reduced by 3 percent to $2.25
billion.
Local policing efforts, however, are losing some programs
that many departments relied
on. The most noticeable loss
comes with the roll back in
funding for the COPS program, which was designed to
help hire new officers, increase
school safety and implement
new policing strategies.

Longwood to Reinstitute Communication Disorders Program
Jacqueline Plain
Staff Writer

In December of 2004, the
Longwood University Board of
Visitors decided to reinstitute
the Communication Disorders
program. A Bachelor's and
Master's program are scheduled
to begin in the Fall of 2005. The
Bachelor's program is a pre-professional program.
Speech and language pathologists are required to have their
Master's to practice. In this program, students would spend the
typical four years as an undergraduate plus an additional two
years as a graduate student.
Dr. Power-deFur, the department chair of education states
the
original
program
at
Longwood was cancelled for
"various reasons."
In Virginia, there is a shortage
of
schools
that
offer
Communication Disorders. The
Communication Disorders program is expensive because of the
amount of clinical experience
students are required to have.
Also, the equipment for speech
and language pathologists is
cosdy.
Longwood was given grants

to help finance this expensive,
but worthwhile, program.
In the state, there are only
five
schools
that
offer
Communication Disorders and
Longwood makes the sixth.
There is tremendous demand
in this field. Dr. Power-deFur
said the field is expected to
grow 27% from 2002 to 2012.
There is great interest in
Longwood's
budding
Communication Disorders program. Students from as far away
as Japan have enrolled in the
program's online courses.
Kristi Anderson, a sophomore said, "I am really interested and think this a good oppor-

tunity.
The Longwood Chapter of
the National Student SpeechLanguage-Hearing Association
has organized a silent auction
fundraiser to show their support
for the re-institution of the program.
With salaries for certified
speech-language pathologists at
$52,600, the Communication
Disorders program is expected
to be popular with students
interested in this field.
Students can learn more
about this new program at
www.lQngwoQd.cdu/cehs/education /undergraduate /cdis And
ex.htm.

Charleys would like to welcome The Outer You back to Main Street!
Angie Hall and Martha Bobb
The Dynamic Duo are back!
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RUGBY cont'd p.l
SGA treasurer Andy Peterson
admits a shortage of funds is
hindering the process.
"The problem we're running
into right now is we are low on
funds, and the rcallocation is
not going to cover all the costs,"
Peterson said.
Runion says the clubs can
expect an estimated cost of
$3,000 for the goal posts and,
"As a result, the clubs won't be
able to purchase practice equipment."
To date, the men's and
women's rugby clubs have
semester/yearly budgets of
$6,180 and $1,893, respectively,
with the men's club utilizing
$4,180 for equipment cost,
while the women's club currently has no money allocated for
equipment.
Junior Heather Dodge, match
secretary for the women's rugby
club, acknowledged cooperation
between the two clubs to obtain
the funding.
"...[W]e are splitting the
funds with the guys, because we
are not being supported by the

SGA to get the goal posts,"
Dodge said.
Zavrel adds, "They've already
said they'd go half in and they've
already started to fundraise."
According to women's rugby
club treasurer, Holli Witt, the
club participated in magazine
sales and in the future, they might
hold raffles for prizes such as
movie tickets to increase the club
cash flow.
Since he is unaware of a construction start date, Gorham jokingly commented, "I guess we'll
leave when bulldozers are out
here."
Williams, however, remained
confident about her club gaining
the money to continue playing
this fall. "If we have to raise all
of our funds, we will get it done,"
Williams stated.
Pierson
concluded,
"It's
[about] accommodating these
[interests] the best we can. It's
how can we do that with the facilities we currendy have and how
to make the best use of the fields
we have to accommodate the
demands of the athletic and
recreational programs we have on
campus right now."

iJ BETA GAMMA SIGMA
Congratulations to the following students who were invited to
become members of The Honor Society of Beta Gamma Sigma
Melissa Blackstock
Margaret Greany
David Overstreet
Eva Cole
Wendy Guill
Neal Routson
Ashley Cross
Charles Harrison
James Spencer
David Ellis
Dmitri Isakovski
Eric Stevenson
Susan Gardner
Kristen Lanier
Colin Sullivan
Jennifer Grant
Ashley Lounsbury
Patricia Townsend
Charles McMillan
Membership in Beta Gamma Sigma is the highest academic
honor bestowed upon graduate and undergraduate business
and economics students at institutions where the business programs are accredited by AACSB International. To qualify for
membership, seniors must be in the top ten percent of their
class and juniors in the top seven percent of their class. The
public is invited to the induction ceremony on March 3 at 5:30
p.m. in Hiner 207.
We also recognize the following current student members of
Beta Gamma Sigma:
Rachael Amos
Morgan Atkins
Patricia Davis
Sharon Kartia

Daniel King
Katie Moriarty
Kyle Paulette
Joshua Stanfield

Calendar
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For tkeWeek of February 25 - Marck 3
Saturday the 26th

7tiday the 25th
Movie: National
Treasure
7:30 p.m.
ABC rooms
Longwood Theater:

Longwood Author
Series: John
Hoppenthaler
8 p.m.
Wygal Auditorium

Stop Kiss

Karoke!

8 p.m.
Jaraian Auditorium

9:30 p.m.
Lancer Cafe

"Tuesday the I it
Baseball: VCU
2:00 p.m.

Lancer Stadium
Women's Tennis:
Radford
3:00 p.m.
Longwood Tennis Courts
American Red Cross
Blood Drive
12 p.m. - 0 p.m.
ABC Rooms

Baseball: Saint
Joseph's (2)
12 p.m.
Lancer Stadium
Iiongwood Theater:
Stop Kiss
8 p.m.
Jarman Auditorium

Sunday the 2 7th

Women's Basketball Season Finale:
Southern Virginia
4 p.m.
Willet Gym
A Night at the Oscars!
DJ Dance Party
9 p.m.
Lankford Ballroom

Hoot |n Mouth

Lancer Stadium
Mrn's Tennis: Radford
2:00 p.m.
I/>ngwo<)d Tennis Courts

Women's Lacrosse:
Bucknell
1 p.m.
I^aiuer Field

Longwood Theater:
Stop Kiss
3 p.m.
Jarman Auditorium

Wednesday the 2nd
Baseball: Virginia State
2:00 p.m.

Baseball: Saint
■ Joseph's (2)
1 p.m.
Lancer Stadium

By: Ellie Woodruff

So I un <xccepr HvxV
.oncjWooA is.
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American Red Cross
Blood Drive

12 p.m. - (i p.m.
ABC Rooms

l IM < mint.' Workshops &
Presentations:
Career Corner
Workshops
Graduate and Professional School Admissions
Tuesday, February 22,2005,7 pm - Career Center
Finding an Internship and Landing a Job
Monday, February 28, 2005,4 pm - Career Center
Recruiters Coming to Campus
Camp Hanover - Summer Camp Jobs
Tuesday, February 15,2005,10 am- 2 pm
Information Table Located In the Post Office Lobby
United States Marine Corps
Tuesday, February 15,2005 and
Wednesday February 16,2005,10 am- 2pm
Information Table located in the D- Hall Lobby
The following companies are currently accepting resumes
through LancerTRAK:
.,...,
Camp Virginia Jaycee
•Ferguson
Enterprise Rent A Car
The Roanoke Times
AIG Advisor Group•Keiter, Stephens, Hurst,
SunAmerica Securities
Gary & Shreaves
CGI-AMS
Auditor of Public Accounts YMCA Camp Silver Beach
•APEX Systems, Inc.
Walgreens
•NVR Ryan Homes
GEICO

Study Abroad Fair
Haven't been abroad?
Come find out what it's all about!
You have been abroad?
Come share your experiences with
others!

Thursday, February 24
3:30-5:00 pm
Lankford Ballroom

Spring Break 2005
Travel with STS, America's #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapuico,
Bahamas and Florida.
Now hiring on-campus reps.
Call for group discounts.
Information/Reservations:
1-800-648- 4849 or
www.ststravel.com

March 2nd
March 3rd
SunTrust Visit Target Interviews
11 am - 3 pm
10 am - 2 pm
Hiner 203
Hiner 102 &
Coyner 202

March 29th
March 10th
Walgreens
FBLA - Mock
Internship Seminar
Interviews
3:30 pm
2:30 pm
Hiner 203
Hiner 207

College of Business Events - Dates and Times

Arts ^Entertainment
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Ccn?pe Men*
In a blink of an eye. everything changed here.
The memory is hazy and broken, like a DVD skipping: my suitemate banging his fist on the door
and screaming something about a fire - running
down the hall, people running around me, screaming and smiling, crying and laughing.
Amazing and terrifying in the same exact
moment.
The view from the steps of North Cunningham...
oh. that was a sight.
D.rn StCt'lc

CDReview::L
Lemon Jelli
Janet Johnson
Guest Writer
Nick Franglen and Fred Deakin
arc the amazing producers
behind the electronic sounds created
by
Lemon Jelly.
Along with
producing
music,
Deakin is also
a DJ and I
designer, having his artwork featured
in the culture
magazine, The
Face.
Franglen
has co-produced
with | Nick Franglen
several artists
including
Bjork, Primal Screams, and even
the Spice Girls.
My favorite song by Lemon
Jelly is off of the cd '64-'95.
Every song from this cd is subtided with a particular year
between 1964 and 1995, which

\<\\ IN(

designates a year from which
each song's samples were generated.
One night I ate psychedelic
mushrooms and began listening
to this CD.
Now,
everj' time I
listen
to
this CD it
reminds me
of that trippy
night
filled with
dancing
barefooted
to Lemon
Jelly.
I would
have to say
my favorite
song
off
this CD is
"The Slow Train." There is a
line that repeats throughout the
song that says, "I want to be
with you" and is coupled with
electronic
overtones.
Guaranteed to bring sexual tension to any room.

I) H< >Ui

The Writing Lab is located in Room 154 in the
Information Commons of the Greenwood Library, offering
P
REE assistance to students to enhance their writing
skills
Monday
9-11 am. 7 9 pm
Tuesday
9-11 am, 1-3 and 7-11 pm
Wednesday
7 9 pm
Thursday
1-11 pm
!ay
3 5 pm
Check out the Academic Support Center Webpage Then
click on Study Skills to locate an online guide for writing
research papers an
'utonals
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CSA Forum Honors Martin Lutker King
Leslie Smith
Assistant lutitor
The
Commuter
Student
Association (CSA) welcomed the
small crowd of students and faculty in the AB rooms on Wednesday
afternoon for the "I Have a
Dream" forum.
"Who considers themselves as a
dreamer?" Dr. Carmen Phelps
asked the crowd as she smiled and
the audience raised their hands.
Phelps talked about how Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. saw dreaming, and how he "talked about it in
real life terms," instead of the way
most people perceive dreaming - as
an idea that would never be realized.
"He was motivated by some
serious issues, like political unrest,
violence, economic unrest and
inequality for blacks," she continued. "This wasn't some sort of surreal concept. We talk about dreaming in this flowery way, but he
believed in dreaming as a privilege,
and as a right."
She read parts of the speech:
"In a sense we have come to our
nation's capital to cash a check.
When the architects of our republic wrote the magnificent words of
the
Constitution
and
the
Declaration of Independence, they
were signing a promissory note to
which every American was to fall
heir."
Phelps emphasized, "And he
was talking about every American
here."
She talked about how he did not
agree with violence, the speech

saying, "We must forever conduct
our struggle on the high plane of
dignity and discipline. We must
not allow our creative protest to
degenerate into physical violence.
Again and again wc must rise to
the majestic heights of meeting
physical force with soul force."
Phelps saw the speech as also
initiating a "relationship between
dreaming and freedom."
"It's no wonder this is such a

popular text," she said. "He talks
about freedom of self, but also of
freedom of place, and freedom of
people."
Senior Commuter student, and
CSA Chair, Crystal Storey was in
charge of organizing the program.
She said, "I did this in my high
school, and thought it was a pretty
cool way to do it like this, because
it brings commuters and residential students together."
Junior Commuter student,
Amanda Ramsey, was in charge of
bringing Phelps - "She was recommended to me by Dr. Brett

Hursey."
Angela Jackson, the Assistant
Director for RCL, commented
that the program, "was an opportunity to have fun, and be educational."
After the program, t-shirts
were designed with the materials
provided by the Commuter
Student Association.
Freshmen Valerie Carry and
Brandey Willett, who wandered
into the program in
time to make shirts,
drew things like,
"Sunshine,"
and
"Things that make
me happy," respectively.
Storey drew the
solar system, citing
her dream to be an
astrophysicist.
Ramsey drew a
house, with the
statement, "I dream
hor,Jed by CSA of being a mother
with a happy healthy family,"
beside it
Jackson wrote, "Some powerful words - spring nights, change,
family - from my dreams to my
words."
Junior Kristen Casalenuovo
wrote one of the quotes from
Phelps' speech, "It takes courage
to dream."
CSA encourages the students
and faculty who participated to
wear their shirts on the CSA designated "Dream Day," March 1st

New Reading Group Looking to Take Ground
Bobbi Thibo
Editor-in-Chief
Faculty members Dr. Pam Tracy
and Dr. Susan Booker plan to unite
faculty, staff and students by initiating a regular discussion group to
talk about books that deal with
questions arising from a liberal arts
education.
"Our purpose is to get all constituents of our campus talking
about ideas and issues dealing with
education," Booker explained.
"Often we only do it in isolated
groups."
This month's book, "Reading
Lolita in Tehran" by Azar Nafisi
was chosen based on the Women's
Studies theme "celebrating the
diversity of women." Currendy,
the focus of the group is educa-

tion-based, but there is not a set
reading list as of yet.
"We'd really love to see the
interest of the group define the
reading list for further discussions," Booker said.
The first meeting will be held
Tuesday, March 1 in the dininghall annex from 12:30 p.m. to 1:30
p.m. No reservations or sign up is
required.
The purpose of the meeting is
to gather interested parties and to
come together as a group to make
decisions concerning the new
reading circle. Representatives
from the Longwood University
Bookstore will be present to sell
this month's book, "Reading
Lolita in Tehran" at a discounted
price of 20 percent off.

The new discussion group is
ideal for those interested in literature and education, or those
who want to further explore any
area of study.

READiN§ LOLiTA
IN TEHRAN
/ Mm
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RIP: Hunter S. Tkompson, February 20th, 2005
EUie Woodruff
Cartoonist

It was a punch in the gut you didn't expect. Not like some sucker
punches that have been executed
with the same assembly-line precision for decades into a timeless
past by greasy faced thugs in
darkened alleys.
It was a morning shocker, like
waking up to find that Hells
Angels bikers had slipped into
your room and systematically
broken your legs while you were
out in some Nyquil-induced
coma.
It was like that on Monday
morning learning that Hunter
S. Thompson had shot himself the night before.
We, those familiar with the
creature that called himself
Thompson, took that deflation in good stride until reality crept in past our wide
rimmed, rose tinted sunglasses.
Thompson, an icon of a
counter culture too many students today are too young to
remember, is barely a name to the
average co-ed.
Who? What?
He wrote Fear and Loathing in
Las Vegas?
I thought that was Johnny
Depp.
He was a journalist but he was
more. And he is dead.
Philosophical rumblings aside
about why such a character took

his own life, it presented a problem. Funeral parlors can handle
the body, but what do you make
of what is left of the man?
What would CNN make of
the recap of his life, boil it down
to two simple words?
Not fair, not a good treatment
of a rather warped subject, but in
a day and age of digest and three
paragraph stories, it would work.
Gonzo Journalism
What is a gonzo journalist?

ireeservers. com

Simple answer.
Journalists who force themselves into the very story they are
reporting on, impacting the
events to unfold and irrevocably
changing the pages of history
just as they were writing them
down.
Thompson pulled it off and
did it with a panache that
shocked and tantalized a nation
of readers.
His drug-infused re-hashing of
following American political

leaders on the campaign trail spray
painted obscene and beautiful
truths no one wanted to admit to.
He was an American journalist,
much like an American tourist.
Crass, bold and so far removed
in sentiment for his subjects that
his journalistic feats were anthropological treatises.
His writings were extreme and
philosophical at times.
Readers couldn't help but wonder how much of his writings consisted of truth and how much was
fiction.
Between novels and collected
articles, it's hard to say.
Does it matter?
Not especially. Where today's
journalism requires the reader to
think for themselves, lest they be
spoon fed what the media wants
them to think true, Thompson
made the public recoil and readjust, just to get their head around
the new perspective.
Crude and as inflammatory as
he was, Thompson made the
reader react, made the reader think.
Sometimes that can't be done all in
good taste.
Not only has America lost a forward-thinking and creative writer
this week, but they have also lost a
unique perspective.
What only makes that sadder is
that so few people still knew to
look for it.
"The person who does not scatter the morning dew will not live to
comb grey hairs." - Hunter S.
Thompson
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Movies Every College Student Should Set it intended by the writer
to inform %tudents of morie that thty might either not he awmrt of
or art not cognitive of their excellence. Tbit section will attempt to
reriew not only clastic movies but also movies with cult fallowings.

Movies Every College Student Should See:

Boondock Sain is
Patrick Sullivan
Sports Editor
The are two types of people
in this world, those who have
not seen boondock Saints and
those who think that it's an
awesome movie. Director
Troy Duffy created this mov*'
in 1999, and since then, its
popularity has spread mainly
through word of mouth.
The MacManus brothers,
Conner and Murphy, played by
Sean Patrick Flanery and
Norman Reedus, respectively,
arc two typical church-going
Boston Irish immigrants. One
day, the Russian Mafia's business began to hit too close to
home, and the twins soon
believe that they have become
charged by God to clean up
the streets. When the local
media catches wind of the
mysterious deaths of local
mob bosses, they dub it the
work of 'Saints.' The brothers
are soon joined on their quest
to purge Boston of evi!
their low-level Italian i
friend "Funny Man" David
Delia Rocco, played by David
Delia Rocco (I'm not kidding).
However, the trail of dead
bad guys does not go unnoticed FBI agent Paul Smecker,
played by Willem Dafoe, tries

to track down the Saints by
investigating their chaotic
crime scenes. Tagging along is a
trio of bungling Boston Police
Detectives who Smecker seems
to get particular pleasure from
berating
Boondock Saints delivers a
great aspect of the movie in its
ability to deliver both action
and humor. Rocco's frustrated
rants and over-all goofiness
provided a steady stream of
comic relief. Smecker's eccentric
characteristics
also
becomes fodder for some very
humorous situations.
Needless to say, any movie
that has survived purely
through word of mouth is
worth seeing The ia£fi$s are a
bit off at times, and some of
the supporting acI• >I ' I » rformances are a little sub-par, watch
for Green'
Bob
Marley - not the .<•■•:. m, the
comedian)
a he
first cntei
ever, D
cdlcnt
reputation as on
dunsmatic actors of
scenes
remains intac
■where he visuali.
Saints'
crimes are truly amazing and
well-shot, i
versation starter as
as the
support of vigilante justice.

EXECUTIVE EXCELLENCE NO CAR OR FAB NEEDED TO GET

TO CAMPUS ANYMORE!

JOHN R. DONOVAN ON CAMPUS
PRESIDENT
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P.M. IN HINER AUDITORIUM

PUBLIC INVITED

- SEATING LIMITED - FREE ADMISSION

\Valk2Campus Properties offers netvly renovated
housing that is within walking distance to campus!
Special features include:
*High-Speed Wireless Internet
*Off-Street Parking
"Spacious Rooms
•Washers and Dryers

"Dishwashers
*Security Systems
*Hardwood Floors
"Friendly Management

Take Advantage of this Opportunity!
Visit Walk2l0ngw00d.com or call Kyle ©434-409-7108.

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS & ECONOMICS

LONGWOOD

SiMtaJST

UNIVERSITY

CORPORATE SFONSOR

Wnlk2CampusProperties

W
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Catch tke Spirit: Olenik Leads L>vj Example

Educator and researcher,
Dr. Lisa Olenik.
Pht'lo prt-vitlcJ hy longwood Puhlh Reloliw.

Ashley Dow
Longvood Public Rf /aliens

Longwood provided Dr. Lisa
()lenik the chance to return to
what she loves, teaching.
Previously
Olenik
had
worked in administration at
other universities, but she
missed having daily interaction
with students.
lor the past year and a half

she has served as the Chair of
the Health, Recreation and
Kinesiology department.
"I wanted to be closer to
students. Longwood provided
that for me," explained
Olenik. "I also wanted to
return to working in my academic discipline."
Olenik has devoted her
entire life to studying adaptive
physical abilities.
She developed these interests as an undergrad student
working with children who
had disabilities and as a graduate student serving as an adaptive physical abilities educator.
While a doctoral candidate
at the University of Alberta in
Canada, Olenik participated in
an international program in
Berlin, Germany where she
developed ways to assist countries in developing programs
for people with physical disabilities.
"I believe everyone, regard-

less of physical ability, should
have access to physically activity and sport," said Olenik. "
While in Berlin, I worked with
students from all around the
world to realize that belief."
In
December,
Olenik
returned to Berlin where she
delivered the keynote address
for the United States at the
Sport, Women and leadership
Conference.
At the conference, issues
pertaining to women with and
without disabilities were discussed in depth among discipline experts from around the
world.
Olenik plans to focus on
women and sports in her
research concerning adaptive
physical abilities.
"1 want to stay focused on
women, sports and disabilities
because it is an area that needs
the most research," stated
Olenik. "I have access to the
information needed to studv

lONCiHOOl
VILLAGE .

the area and I have a disability. I
have a personal interest in the
topic."
Olenik has Multiple Sclerosis
and says that she has been able
to respond well to her disability
based on the resources she has
at her disposal as an educator
and researcher.
Olcnik's research has led her
to become involved with the
International
Paralympic
Committee
and
National
Multiple Sclerosis Society. She
has also provided her students
with opportunities to become
involved in the MS society.
To give her students a practical hands-on approach to adaptive physical activity, Olenik crcated the "Give Me Strength"
program.
The program focuses on
physical activity and nutritional
education.
Longwood students hold
classes in community centers
and churches in the Blue Ridge

area.
The program is in conjunction with the Blue Ridge chapter
of the MS society.
"The Give Me Strength program fits into the mission of the
university very well," explained
Olenik. "The program gives students an opportunity to get real
world experience and provide a
service to the community."
Olenik
believes
that
Longwood provides students
with a unique opportunity to
explore their interests.
She says that a liberal arts
education is a great wa\ to
become expised to many different disciplines so students can
discover their interests.
"I am truly a product of a liberal arts education," said Olenik.
"I changed majors four times
before I discovered my true
interests. I encourage students
to keep searching until they find
something they get excited
about."

...YOUTI WEVJEH
WA1CT XO IEAVE.

NOW LEASING FOR SPRING AND PALL 05!

* Three bedroom apartments starting at $385.
* Why worry about monthly bills? All utilities are included expect for telephone service.
* Enjoy our luxurious clubhouse with game room/lounge, media room, theater, tanning
facility, fitness center, pool and hot tub!
* Stop by our office for a tour of the clubhouse and an apartment. Once you're here, you'll
never want to leave.
208 Clark Street
Farmville, VA 23901
434.315.5566
www.longwood-village.com
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A Few Housing Options for Of f ^Campus Living
Elena Lucicr
Stoff Writer

So, you've been admitted to live
off campus, now what?
Ix>oking for a place to live
around town is a complicated,
time-consuming process. Here is
some information that may make
your apartment searching a little
easier.
I-ongwood Village is located
off of Route 15 about three
miles from campus. All of the
apartments have three bedrooms
and three bathrooms. Each has a
living room, kitchen area, and
laundry room equipped with a
washer and dryer.
You can choose from a 10 or
12 month lease and a furnished
or unfurnished apartment. Tenmonth lease prices are $430 per
month unfurnished or $470 per
month furnished. Twelve-month
lease prices are $385 per month
unfurnished or $410 per month
furnished.
All utilities except the phone
line are included. A bulk payment is offered in which you can
make two payments per year with
a 5% discount.
Longwood Village has a clubhouse open to all of its residents.
The clubhouse includes a game
room and lounge, two pool
tables, an air hockey table, a jukebox, two TVs with Xbox and
PIaystation2, fitness center,
movie theatre, vending machine
area, and tanning bed.
A pool and hot tub are located
behind the clubhouse.
When asked what sets
I-ongwood Village apart from

other apartment complexes in
Farmville, manager Shannon
Toombs replied, "Our great
amenities and our all-inclusive
rent. It helps roommates settle
monetary disputes."
Poplar Forest is another apartment complex located about
four miles from campus. _ It
offers one-bedroom one-bathroom, two-bedroom two-bathroom, and three-bedroom twobathroom apartments.
Leases are for 12 months.
One-bedroom apartments are
$345 per month; two bedroom
apartments are $625 per month;
three bedroom apartments are
$725 per month.
The clubhouse includes a 24hour fitness room. Outside
there is a pool, basketball court,
volleyball house, and children's
playground.
"We're just a few miles from
town, but we're far enough away
so that it's a country type of living" said Wanda Nash of Poplar
Forest.
Sunchase is located just a few
miles from campus on Third
Street. Its apartments have four
bedrooms and four bathrooms.
F.ach has a living room, kitchen
area, and laundry room with
washer and dryer.
Rent for each room is $305 or
$310 per month depending on
whether the bathroom is in the
bedroom or not. There are cable,
Internet, and phone hook-ups in
each room. However, utilities
are not included in the rent.
The clubhouse at Sunchase
includes a lounge area with a big
screen TV and kitchen. There is

also a gam room, fitness area,
and movie theatre. Outside there
is a pool, grilling area, and a basketball court.
Sunchase differs from other
apartment complexes because it
has "spacious floorplans and
each person has her or her own
bathroom" said Janet Royall,
property manager.
Stanley Park, which is locally
owned and operated, is located
less than a mile from campus on
Third Street. It offers two-bedroom two-bathroom apartments,
four-bedroom
two-bathroom
apartments, and four-bedroom
2.5 bathroom townhouses.
You can choose between six-,
10-, or 12-month leases. For a
12-month lease, the two-bedroom apartment is $325 per
month; the four-bedroom apartment is $300 per month; the
four-bedroom town house is
$300 per month. Electricity and
phone are not included in the
rent.
The clubhouse at Stanley Park
has a gym, pool table, big screen
TV, fireplace, leather couches,
four study rooms, a 24-hour concession area, and an office with a
computer, printer, copier, and fax
machine.
"Stanley Park is different from
other apartment complexes in
town because of our location.
Our residents can walk or ride
their bikes to campus" said apartment manager, Laura Bishop.
Feel free to visit any of these
apartment complexes for a tour
of the apartments. Phone numbers and directions can be found
on the Longwood website.

At-a-Glance Apartment Information & Rates
LONGWOOD VILLAGE

POPLAR FOREST

Three-bedroomAhree-bathroom apartments

All 12-month leases:

10-month lease/unfumished= $430 per month & bedroom
10-month lease/fumished= $470 per month & bedroom
12-month lease/unfurnished= $385 per month & bedroom
12-month lease/furnished= $ 410 per month & bedroom
"all utilities except for phone included

One-bedroom= $345 per month
Two-bedroom= $625 per month
Three-bedroom= $725 per month

STANLEY PARK
For 12-month leases: (6- & 10-month leases also available)
Two-bedroom apartment= $325 per month & bedroom
Four-bedroom apartment= $300 per month & bedroom
Four-bedroom townhomes= $300 per month & bedroom
"electricity & phone not included in rent

SUNCHASE
Four-bedroom/four-bathroom
apartments:
$305 per month & bedroom
(hallway bathroom)
$310 per month & bedroom
(bathroom in bedroom)
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Women's Basketball Earns Fourtk Straigkt Against Norfolk State
Kyle Martin
Stuff Writer
After a nail-biting 69-66 victory
over Indiana-Purdue Fort Wayne
last Thursday, the women's basketball team looked to extend in
three-game win streak against the
Spartans of Norfolk State.
"I think [the team has] really
begun to see what it takes to win
on the road at this level because
things are not going to go your
way. It's very physical, and 1 think
they've learned how to deal with
it," head women's basketball
coach Shirley Duncan said. On
Monday, the Lancers had to figure out how to deal with the
rematch to an in-state opponent.
In the opening minute, the
Spartans jumped to an early 2-0
lead when a steal from Senior
guard Shenae Johnson set up a
jumper for Junior guard Toia
Johnson. Longwood answered
back on a bucket from senior
forward/center Marita Meldere
to start a Lancer scoring run.
In a 3:39 stretch, Longwood
scored 11 unanswered points,
including five from Junior forward Ashley Mason, to hold an
11-2 advantage with 15:34 on the
clock. After a pair of free throws
from each team, Sophomore
guard Abigail Freese extended
the Lancer lead to 10 with 14:16
remaining by nailing her first
three-pointer of the contest.

However, the Spartans battled
hack, cutting the lancer edge to
six points after Norfolk State's
Shalynn I^onard converted a
jump shot on a turnover from
Senior forward/center Catherine
Dunn.
D>ngwood continued to press
hard and did not allow Norfolk
State to remain closer than 10
points in the first half by engineering a scoring drive with
11:38 left in the period. Meldere
started the Lancers' offensive
attack with a lay up beneath the
basket with a pass from
Freshman guard Keiva Small.
Over
the
next
4:15,
Longwood outscored Norfolk
State 12-2 to amass the advantage.
Senior forward/center
Catherine Dunn contributed
eight points during the drive to
give longwood a 16-point, 28-12
lead with 7:23 remaining
The Spartans tried to rally late
in the period, utilizing a I-eonard
lay up and consecutive freethrow shots from Senior
guard/forward Stefani Williams
to chip the Lancer lead to 12 (2816) with less than six minutes to
play.
Dunn and Meldere settled the
Spartan comeback, each connecting on consecutive jumpers
to give Longwood a 19-point
advantage over the visitors with
3:11 remaining.

Norfolk
State's
Yomika
Corbitt connected on a jump
shot with 15 seconds in the pen
od, decreasing the I-ancer lead to
16 (39-23) at halftone.
At the break, Dunn posted an
impressive 12-point performance
to lead all scorers with Meldere
contributing nine points in the
opening period. Mason snagged
five rebounds in the half and also
added
seven
points
for
Longwood.
Freshman guard Ashley Green
led Norfolk State at halftime with
five points while Leonard contributed four points and added a
team-high four rebounds.
The Spartans, however, only
managed a 28% (8-29) shooting
performance, while longwood
shot 46% (15-33), including 50%
(4-8) from three-point range.
Despite the 16-point advantage, Duncan noticed a difference
between the two halves of play.
"We came out and started out
with a lot of energy and we put
them on their heels," Duncan
stated, "but in the second half,
they came out with a lot of energy and put us on our heels."
Norfolk State started the second half strong as Freshman
guard/forward Areya Walker
drilled a jumper in the opening
minute. Seconds later, Walker
picked the ball away from
Longwood's Wilkerson, setting

Women s Tennis Optimistic Alter Three Tou#n Losses
John Rosenstock
Staff Writtr
The Longwood women's tennis
team has been competitive so far
in 2005. The team has played
three matches already this season, and are looking forward to
the rest of the year.
Opening up against ACC
member Virginia Tech on
February 5 was not an easy task,
as the Lancers fell 7-0. However,
the team gained some valuable
experience playing such a talented squad. Sophomore Lexi
Torrice and Freshmen Elena
Triebskorn played their singles
matches well and also competed
in doubles, hanging with Hokie
standouts Kate Harrington and
Bethan James.
"When you open up with an
ACC team you have to be tough
right away, and you cannot let

up, so it helped all around," commented head coach Pat Breen on
playing Virginia Tech.
The Lancers proved Breen
right, bouncing back against a
tough Old Dominion team, picking up two singles victories,
courtesy of Triebskorn and
sophomore Romana Bucur. The
1-2 punch for LU took down
Larissa Santos and Barbara
Costa of the Monarchs, however
that was not quite enough, as
ODU won the competition by a
slim margin of 3-2. Their next
opponent was a solid Winthrop
squad, and Longwood dropped
four of the five matches played.
Bucur posted the lone singles
win, defeating Ana Paula
Novaes, the number one player
for the Eagles. .
"We're playing competitively
against some very tough compe-

tition so far, and we're optimistic about the rest of the
spring," said Breen.
Longwood women's tennis,
like many teams at LU, is
extremely young. Though that
has its negative aspects in the
immediate future, such as inexperience and lack of senior
leadership, the years to come
look very bright for the program.
"Going from Division I to
Division II, it's nice to be
young," commented Breen on
the young squad. "We're building a program and do have one
Junior [Jessica Farr] who provides strong leadership to the
Freshmen and Sophomores,"
added Breen.
Although the remainder of
the spring schedule is heavily

See TENNIS p. 11

up a fast break lay up for junior
forward Brenda McChry.
After having the lead reduced
to 12 (39-27) with 19:26 to play.
Mason converted a lay up in the
cylinder to counter the Spartans,
making it a 41-27 ballgamc with
18:51 remaining.
However, Shenae Johnson and
I^eonard threatened Ix>ngwood's
lead, scoring five of six points
during a Spartan scoring drive to
trail the Lancers 43-33 with 15:39
to go.
Mason pushed Longwood
ahead by 16 (49-33) at the 13:37
mark, but Norfolk State rose to
the occasion.
Duncan stated, "They are very
athletic. We knew if we let them
get athletic, we would be in trouble."
With 12:08 remaining in the
ballgame, the Spartans' Williams
hit her first triple, igniting the
Norfolk State comeback.
Over the next 3:39 of the contest, Norfolk State outscored
Longwood 18-3, taking advantage of turnovers by Small and
Dunn
for
three-pointers.
Williams chipped in five points,
including a three, during the drive
with
Toia
Johnson
and
Sophomore
guard
Ashley
Bowman each contributing a
three-pointer during the run.
The Spartans trailed the
Lancers by one (52-51) with 8:29
to play, and tied the game with
Williams's third triple of the half
with 5:59 left in regulation.
However, Longwood's defensive intensity turned up the heat
on Norfolk State. "We had to
change the defense to contest the
threes and our players did a good
job of it tonight," Duncan said.
The Lancers limited the
Spartans to two baskets after the
tie and begin to march away.

Ashley Mason converted con
utive free throws to put
tangwood on top 58-54 with 4:45
to go and scored seven of the
I-ancers' final 12 points.
Norfolk state missed nine shots
and committed three turnovers
from that point, allowing
I-ongwood to earn the 69-59 win.
In the victory, Longwood's
Mason led all scorers with a double-double including a game-high
20 points and a game-high 14
rebounds. Dunn, Meldere, and
Wilkerson each reached doublefigure scoring, contributing 19,
11, and 10 points respectively.
Dunn and Wilkerson also finished
with nine turnovers apiece.
Williams's three three-pointers
in the second half helped her
score a team-high 13 points.
Shenae Johnson also reached double-figure scoring with 10 points
and I-eonard led her squad in
rebounding in with seven boards.
The win improves Longwood
to 14-12 on the season and
Norfolk State drops to 10-15 with
the loss.
With two games remaining, the
Lancers look to finish their first
season with a Division I schedule
with a winning record.
"I think for us in the first year
of a full Division I schedule [to
win] would be historic and represent the character of our team,"
Duncan claimed.
Mason adds, "Honestly, it's definitely an honor and a blessing to
be able to have the chemistry we
have on the floor and pull over
.500."
The women's basketball team
travels to Alabama for their final
road game today at 7:00 p.m. and
returns to Willet Hall on Saturday,
February 26 at 4:00 p.m. for their
season finale against Southern
Virginia.

EDUC Practica Abroad this May!
EDUC 370 or 265 Practicum in Ireland or Spain
For teachers in all disciplines, elementary, K-12
and secondary education.
Application Deadline: March 3
For more information, contact:
Dr. Lily Anne Goetz
Director, International Affairs
(434) 395-2158
goetzla@longwood.edu
http://www.longwood.edu/modernlanguages/ PracticumSpain.htm
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Weekly Trivia
Wnicn returning
pitcner lortke
Lancers started, tne
most games last
season?
Last Week's Question
Who was the only D-l Women's
Basketball player averaging wore
rebounds then Mania Meldere?
Sancho Lyttle, Houston

Preview 01 Ladies
Spring Golf Season
John Rosenstock
Staff Writer
The Longwood women's golf
team will begin their Spring 2005
campaign on the other side of
the continent. California State
University at San Marcos will be
hosting the Cougar Invitational
Feb. 28 - Mar 1.
Entering his second year as
head coach, I.ane Pace and his
five players are in position to
shatter the record for lowest
team average in Longwood
women's
golf
history.
Additionally, Junior Stephanie
Hicks and Senior Tiffany
Woodyer have a chance to break
the Lancer record for the lowest
individual average in a year.
In the fall season the team
placed in the top-10 in all five
events, including three top-three
finishes and a victory at the Elon
Intercollegiate in Sunset Beach,
NC. finishing 15 shots ahead of
runner-up North Carolina State.
"It was especially nice to beat
that many Division I teams,"
commented Pace.
lancer women's golf is the
smallest team at Longwood, but
far from the least competitive.
The squad includes three
Seniors, one Junior, and one
Freshmen. Seniors Amanda
Diamond and Tucker McCarthy
are playing their last semester of
college golf, while Woodyer will
graduate next fall and plans to
compete for the first half of the
2005-2006 season.
"It's going to be fun and sad at
the same time," commented
Pace on his Seniors wrapping-up
their careers at Longwood.
Hicks completed the fall season with the lowest stroke per
round on the squad with a scoring average of 76.00. Woodyer
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Michael Joyce
Men's Golf (Junior, 3rd yr.)
Peterborough, Ontario Canada

Stephanie Hick
Women's Golf (Junior, 3rd yr.)
Bumpass, VA

Why do you play golf?
-I like the individual aspect of
golf even though it's a team
sport here. The whole responsibility is placed on you. I control the whole round.
What do you like most about
Longwood?
-The thing I like most is my
teammates. I enjoy playing
with them and being with
them.
Who is your favorite role and
why?
-My role model is PGA golfer
Mike Weir because he's a hockey player and a golfer.
What is your favorite hobby?
-I like wakeboarding, snowboarding, and hockey. I like

Why do you play golf?
-My parents and grandparents
play it. My freshman year in high
school, I made the team and just
kept going.
What is your best moment
playing here?
-Winning regionals my freshman
year.
•"
What do you like most about
Longwood?
-The size of the classes and the lake.
friendly atmosphere.
What makes you unique?
What goals do you have?
-I was class clown in high
-To be happy. To break the single- school. I still pull a lot of jokes
season scoring record average and with my close friends.
have a successful career.
What do you want to be
What is your favorite hobby?
remembered as?
-Jetskiing. Poker. Hanging out -I was a team player and a team
with friends and family. I love the captain.

was a close second with an average of 76.22. McCarthy competed in all five events for the
Lancers and finished with a
respectable average of 82.45..
"I especially like our chance
at CSU, Butler, and Winthrop,"
commented Pace, "I think we
are one of the teams to beat in
those three tournaments."
Look for the lancers to carry
on the tradition of first-rate
women's golf at Longwood.
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dominated by away matches,
the Lancers expect to bring
home some victories. There
next two competitions will be
in the Tidewater area, first
against Hampton followed by
Norfolk State on February
26 and 27. Another highlight
of the season will be competing in the Hampton Roads
Elite 8 Collegiate Invitational
in Virginia Beach, March 2426.
The team's schedule
boasts five home matches,
including Division I opponents
Radford,
James
Madison, and George Mason.
Division II members Shaw
and Stony Brook will travel
to Farmville to aface the
Lancers.
With no players graduating, the young squad is only
going to get better in the
years to come, and will hopefully have a smooth transition
into the Division I leveL

the adrenaline rush of wakeboarding and snowboarding.
What makes you unique?
-I resemble Napoleon Dynamite.
What do you want to be remembered as?
-I want to be the first player to
make it to the NCAA Division I
tournament.

Former Asst. Atkinson Becomes Soccer Coacn
Kyle Martin
Staff Writer

After finishing the 2004 campaign
with a dismal 1-16 record, Jon
Atkinson was promoted on
February 10 to replace former
head men's soccer coach Dave
Barreuta who was fired after the
season.
Atkinson, who has been the
soccer team's assistant coach for
the previous two seasons, immediately recognizes differences
between his former position and
his new post.
"Everything's hands-on now,"
Atkinson said. "My decision is
final. Before, I would suggest situations and practice schedules.
Ultimately, it is the head coach's
decision to shape the program."
Atkinson will rely on his previous experience as player in
England and his assistant duties at
West Virginia Wesleyan in aiding
the team.
"I can relay the knowledge I
have unto the players in order to
make them realize their goals and
ambitions," Atkinson said.
Players on the team already recognize a drastic difference
between their current and former
coaches.
Junior defense/midfielder Leon Malca stated, "Dave
had more of an American style
and Jon has more of a European
style for the game."
Atkinson declared,
"The
European style is about moving

the ball quickly, finding the open
man with the penetrating pass,
and a lot of running off the ball
to create openings."
Part of adjusting the team to
the his new system includes working on the basics of soccer,
according to Atkinson. "I try to
keep the game as simple as possible. It's all about fundamentals. If
you don't have basic fundamentals, it's hard to build a fluent
attacking style."
Freshman defense/midfielder
Prentice Boone notices another
difference besides the style of
play Atkinson employs. "Coach
Barreuta liked discipline and liked
to discipline on the field, whereas
Coach Atkinson has us police
ourselves instead of him doing it,"
Prentice said.
Although they were a one-win
team last season, Atkinson realizes time is crucial with newly
recruited players. "You've got to
remember when you recruit a guy
and you bring him in August 17
and your first game was
September 1, you've only got two
and a half weeks to build the
squad," Atkinson mentioned.
Last year's team consisted of
18 freshmen and one starting senior, but Malca seems optimistic
about the current recruiting
effort.
"First of all, his recruiting, it's
amazing," Malca stated. "He's trying to get the right players in the

right positions and so far it's
been very good. Every single
player he's been looking at is
going to be a major addition to
the squad."
Besides the recruitment of
new talent, Atkinson must adapt
his players for the team's inaugural season in the Adantic Soccer
Conference (ASQ.
"We've put a schedule together that's as tough an out-of-conference schedule as possible," .
Atkinson said. "We are playing
ranked UVA, UNC, Duke, and
NC State so that when we go
into conference play, there
should be no surprises and we
should be prepared for the conference teams."
A final objective Atkinson
faces is looking for a new assistant coach. "We will be getting
another assistant in play by the
end of spring season. We will
probably post the position in the
coming months and reviewing
candidates," Atkinson stated.
With off season work underway this spring,' Atkinson has
established goals for his first
head coaching season this fall.
"Realistically, we want to be
top-three in the conference,"
Atkinson mentioned. "I want'to
be competitive in all our contests on the schedule and give
the fans and the community of
Farmville a team they can be
proud of."
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I Luxury Student Apartment Home Living / /

•
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Fully equipped Kitchens with
Dishwasher, Microwave, and
Icemaker
Private bathrooms
Al|CNGW££D
(your very own bathroom!)
Linen Room with Washer and
Dryer
Ceiling Fans & Mini-Blinds Come OUtfor a
24-hour Maintenance
tourofour
Computer Lab open 24/7
clubhouse and
Gym open 24/7
model!
Swimming Pool and awesome
Sundeck
Movie Theatre and more!
jjtf ||5"

